Abstract. This paper is a continuation of [2] . We prove a three-parameter family of identities (Theorem 1.1) involving a version of the Tutte polynomial for directed graphs introduced by Awan and Bernardi [1] . A particular case of this family (Corollary 1.6) is the higher-degree generalization of the matrixtree theorem proved in [2] , which thus receives a new proof, shorter (and less direct) than the original one. The theory has a parallel version for undirected graphs (Theorem 1.2).
Definitions and main results
The following theory has two parallel versions -for directed and undirected graphs -so let us introduce notation for both cases.
By Γ n,k we denote the set of directed graphs with n vertices numbered 1, . . . , n and k edges numbered 1, . . . , k; in other words, an element G ∈ Γ n,k is a k-element sequence ([a Denote by G n,k (resp., Y n,k ) a vector space over C spanned by Γ n,k (resp., Υ n,k ). The forgetful map is naturally extended to the linear map |·| : G n,k → Y n,k .
Main theorems.
for a detailed analysis of the properties of B G (in particular, for the proof of its polynomiality).
Bernardi polynomial is a directed version of the full chromatic polynomial, which is a map C : Υ n,k → Q[q, y] defined as CG(q, y) = f :{1,...,n}→{1,...,q}
The classical Potts polynomial (as defined e.g. in [7] ) is related to the full chromatic polynomial by
k CG(q, 1/(v + 1)); see [1] for details.
For any G ∈ Γ n,k (resp., G ∈ Υ n,k ) we denote by G the graph G with all the loops deleted (and the numbering of the non-loop edges shifted accordingly); we have G ∈ Γ n,k−ℓ (resp., G ∈ Υ n,k−ℓ ) where ℓ is the number of loops in G. It follows directly from the definition that B G (q, y, z) = B G (q, y, z); in the undirected case
For a polynomial P ∈ C[q, y, z] denote by [P ] k the sum of terms containing monomials q s y i z j with i + j = k (and any s). The universal truncated Bernardi polynomial is an element of G n,k [q, y, z] defined as
Note that [B G ] k = 0 if (and only if) G contains at least one loop; that is, B n,k contains only loopless graphs. B n,k is homogeneous of degree k with respect to y and z and is not homogeneous with respect to q.
The universal Potts polynomial and the universal truncated Potts polynomial are elements of Y n,k [q, v] defined, respectively, as
For any i = 1, . . . , k and p, q = 1, . . . , n denote by R p,q;i : Γ n,k → Γ n,k the map replacing the edge number i of every graph G ∈ Γ n,k by the edge [p, q] carrying the same number i. Also denote by B i : G n,k → G n,k the linear operator acting on the graph G ∈ Γ n,k such that [a, b] is its edge number i as
The undirected version of the Laplace operator is defined as follows:
The main results of this paper are the following two theorems:
and its undirected version
1.2. Corollaries. Comparing these definitions with the definition of the Bernardi polynomial in Section 1.1 one obtains the equalities: 0, 1) . Thus, one may call the elements of G n,k
universal chromatic polynomials. Substitution of y = 0 and z = 1 in Theorem 1.1 yields
Higher matrix-tree theorems. A graph G ∈ Γ n,k is called acyclic if it contains no oriented cycles (in particular, no loops); G is called totally cyclic (or strongly semiconnected, following the terminology of [2] ) if every edge of G is a part of a directed cycle.
It is possible to make further specialization of parameters in Corollary 1.3 due to the following
where β 0 (G) is the 0-th Betti number (i.e. the number of connected components) of the graph G. Consider now (following [2] ) the sum det n,k
where by Sn,k ⊂ Γ n,k we denote the set of all totally cyclic graphs. Thus, Corollary 1.3 specializes to
where An,k ⊂ Γ n,k is the set of all acyclic graphs. Corollary 1.5 admits a refinement. A totally cyclic graph may have isolated vertices (the ones not incident to any edge). Let I = {i 1 < · · · < i s } ⊂ {1, . . . , n} be a set of vertices. We call a diagonal I-minor the element
where S I n,k is the set of all totally cyclic graphs G ∈ Γ n,k such that the vertices i 1 , . . . , i s , and only they, are isolated. Similarly, denote by A 
G.
This is the abstract-matrix tree theorem [2, Theorem 1.7] which, in turn, is a higer-degree generalization of the celebrated matrix-tree theorem (first discovered by G. Kirchhoff in 1847 [3] and extended to the directed graphs by W. Tutte [6] ).
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Proofs
A graph H ∈ Γ n,m is called a subgraph of G ∈ Γ n,k (notation H ⊆ G) if it can be obtained from G by deletion of several edges. (When one deletes the edge number s from the graph, the numbers of the remaining edges are preserved if they are less than s and are lowered by 1 if they are greater than s.)
For convenience denote by e(G) the number of edges of the graph G (so e(G) = k if G ∈ Γ n,k . Proof of Theorem 1.1 involves the following well-known lemma:
Lemma 2.1 (Moebius inversion formula, [4] ). Let f : k Γ n,k → C be a function on the set of graphs with n vertices, and let the function h on the same set be defined by the equality h(G) = H⊆G f (H) for every G ∈ Γ n,k . Then one has
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let ∆B n,k (q, y, z) = G∈Γ n,k Eventually, the coefficient y G,H in this case is
where Φ = H.
. Applying the Moebius inversion formula (Proposition 2.1) to this identity one obtains
Proof of Theorem 1.2. is similar to that of Theorem 1. 
